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ABSTRACT
Objectives In this first large- scale analysis of neurological 
emergency admissions in England, we determine the 
number and types of emergency admissions with 
neurological emergency diagnostic codes, how many are 
under the care of a neurologist or neurosurgeon and how 
such admissions vary by levels of deprivation.
Design Retrospective empirical research employing a 
derived list of neurological emergency diagnostic codes
Setting This study used the Hospital Episode 
Statistics data set for the financial year 2019/2020 
based on 17 million in- year inpatient admissions 
in England including 6.5 million (100%) emergency 
admissions with any diagnosis codes.
Results There were 1.4 million (21.2%) emergency 
inpatient admissions with a mention of any 
neurological code, approx. 248 455 (3.8%) with 
mention of a specific neurological emergency code 
from the derived list, and 72 485 (1.1%) included 
such a code as the primary reason for admission. The 
highest number of in- year admissions for adults was 
for epilepsy (145 995), with epilepsy as the primary 
diagnostic code in 15 945 (10.9%). Acute nerve root/
spinal cord syndrome (41 215), head injury (29 235) 
and subarachnoid haemorrhage (18 505) accounted 
for the next three highest number of admissions. 
3230 (1.4%) in- year emergency hospital admissions 
with mention of a neurological emergency code were 
under the care of a neurologist or neurosurgeon, 
with only 1315 (0.9%) admissions with mention of 
an epilepsy code under a neurologist. There was 
significant variation for epilepsy and functional 
neurological disorders (FNDs) in particular by Index of 
Multiple Deprivation decile. The association between 
deprivation and epilepsy and FND was significant with 
p- values of 2.5e- 6 and 1.5e- 8, respectively.
Conclusions This study has identified important findings 
in relation to the burden of neurological emergency 
admissions but further work is needed, with greater clinical 
engagement in diagnostic coding, to better understand the 
implications for workforce and changes to service delivery 
needing to be implemented.

INTRODUCTION
Medical emergency admissions continue to 
rise across the UK. They are more than twice 
as likely among the most deprived popula-
tion decile by comparison with mean depri-
vation, reinforcing the point that challenges 
are social as well as medical.1 2 Many emer-
gency admissions to hospital are considered 
to be avoidable and patients often stay in 
hospital longer than is necessary.3 Emergency 
admissions are also disruptive of elective care 
delivery, prolonging waiting times. Hospital 
Episodes Statistics (HES) data for 2016/2017 
suggest that approximately 18% of medical 
emergency admissions included a mention of 
neurological conditions including stroke and 
dementia, totalling 1.09 million, a rise of 21% 
over the previous 5 years.4 Excess mortality 
has also been reported among patients with 
epilepsy.5 At a time when costs are rising and 
resources are increasingly under pressure, 
it is all the more important to have a better 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ First analysis of its type arising from an academic 
partnership with the Office for Health Improvement 
and Disparities, utilising Hospital Episode Statistics 
data.

 ⇒ Large- scale analysis based on 6.5 million emergen-
cy admissions increases robustness of findings.

 ⇒ Data used were collected for the purposes of health-
care delivery rather than research.

 ⇒ Retrospective nature of study limits interpretation 
of some findings such as the nature of suspected 
cauda equina presentations.

 ⇒ Inclusion of emergency admissions with mention of 
neurological condition rather than solely neurologi-
cal emergencies per se on account of coding accu-
racy concerns.
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understanding of neurological emergency admissions 
and underlying factors such as social deprivation.

There has been little by way of systematic evaluation 
of data pertaining to neurological emergency admis-
sions. Previous work has used a much broader defi-
nition, counting neurological conditions present in 
patients admitted as an emergency, including stroke and 
dementia, rather than neurological emergencies per se. 
The present work has by necessity involved the creation of 
a list defining neurological emergencies. Much remains 
unknown about neurological emergency admissions, 
including their total number, the distribution of neuro-
logical conditions and the effect of socioeconomic depri-
vation. There have been some studies investigating the 
influence of comorbidities and race in the USA.6 7 This 
study represents the first large- scale analysis of neuro-
logical emergency admissions in England, and the first 
OHID- academic partnership in neurology. For the first 
time, the data provide some insights into the number and 
types of emergency admissions with neurological emer-
gency codes, the number of such admissions under the 
care of a neurologist and how such admissions vary on the 
basis of factors such as levels of deprivation.

METHODS
Defining neurological emergencies
For the purposes of this work, it was necessary to create 
a list of conditions typically regarded as neurological 
emergencies, and to map these to the relevant ICD- 10 
codes. An initial set of neurological conditions was 
proposed by AW as the basis for the study, comprising 
causes of acute paralysis such as Guillain- Barré syndrome, 
myasthenic crisis, encephalitis, spinal cord compression 
and status epilepticus. The ICD- 10 codes most closely 
matching these ‘index’ entities were compiled into a list. 
Other ICD- 10 codes in close hierarchical proximity to 
the ‘index’ ICD- 10 codes were added from a previously 
published Public Health England neurology code collec-
tion,8 which comprised 581 4- digit ICD- 10 codes for 19 
condition groups. The ‘long list’ of candidate neurolog-
ical emergency codes, consisting of 136 ICD- 10 codes, 
was reviewed iteratively by the project team and clinicians 
working alongside, and refined into a short list of 96 
4- digit ICD- 10 codes (online supplemental appendix 1) 
for use in the work reported here, subsequently referred 
to as the ‘derived list’ (of neurological emergency codes). 
The selection process used clinical judgement to decide 
which conditions or groups of conditions to include or 
exclude, with reference to entities classically considered 
to be neurological emergencies. Of particular note, 
stroke, despite being a classical neurological emergency, 
was excluded from this exercise given that stroke is already 
the subject of the existing national audit system (SSNAP). 
Codes for conditions presenting with secondary headache 
have been included; codes for primary headache disor-
ders have not been included in the present work. Also of 
note was the decision to include functional neurological 

disorders (FNDs) on the basis that we believed these to 
contribute significantly to the total number of emergency 
hospital admissions for neurological conditions, as well as 
the need for patients with FND to be referred to special-
ists with expertise in neurological diagnosis.9 FNDs is a 
term given to neurological features that are not due to 
any physical neurological disorder. We have defined rele-
vant terminology in Box 1.

Defining study group
The hospital activities included in this study were admis-
sions to hospital occurring during the financial year 
2019/2020 in England—described as an in- year admis-
sion, where the admission was classed as an emergency 
(non- elective) admission to hospital and where the 
selected neurological emergency codes are in any diag-
nosis position, on any consultant episode during the 
hospital stay.

Data source, data extraction and statistics
The data source used in this study is the Admitted Patient 
Care version of the HES data set for the financial year 
2019/2020. Data extraction was undertaken by the OHID 
Neurology Dementia Intelligence team using Struc-
tured Query Language with further data manipulation, 
including descriptive statistics, using Microsoft Excel. 
Counts and percentages were extracted and/or calcu-
lated for various categories, CIs were estimated and data 

Box 1 Relevant terminology

People admitted to hospital will always have a responsible medical offi-
cer (consultant) assigned for the time under that consultant, or episode 
(consultant episode).
The consultant episode at the start of the hospital stay is the admission 
episode; the episode at the end of the hospital spell is called the dis-
charge episode.
Hospital admissions are the start of hospital spells, which comprise one 
or more consultant episodes.
ICD- 10—International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related 
Health Problems (ICD) (10th edition) codes, or hospital diagnosis codes. 
ICD- 10 is a legally mandated health data standard.
Conditions present during the consultant episode can be described us-
ing up to 20 corresponding ICD- 10 codes. Hospital stays with multiple 
consultant episodes can have very differing collections of ICD- 10 codes 
recorded on each episode.
The ICD- 10 code that is recorded in the first position on a consultant 
episode is known as the primary diagnosis. Subsequent codes on the 
same episodes are considered secondary diagnoses and may represent 
conditions of lesser importance for this particular consultant episode or 
other long- term conditions/comorbidities of the patient.
Hospital episode statistics (HES) are financial year based. Stays in hos-
pital can cross the financial year timelines, therefore the number of 
admissions and discharges in any one financial year may not be equal. 
In- year hospital admissions relates to the count of all hospital stays 
that start in the financial year. In- year hospital discharges relate to the 
count of all hospital stays that end during the financial year. HES ID is a 
pseudonymised unique identifier for each individual patient, which can 
be used to group hospital episodes and spells by individual.
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were visualised in a range of chart types. Other than for 
the data in table 1 and the associated summary text, the 
paediatric population was excluded from further analyses. 
Chi- squared tests were used to determine if the distribu-
tion of admission by primary code versus secondary was 
independent of diagnosis and to assess the independence 
of diagnosis with involvement of a neurologist at admis-
sion, later in the spell or never. A Cramérs V was used to 
assess independence of admission with indices of depriva-
tion; this was stratified by a range of diagnosis type. For 
the first two analyses, a code assigned to admission is the 
unit of analysis, for the third analysis, the unit of analysis 
is admission of an individual.

Patient and public involvement
This was a retrospective empirical research study based 
on a secondary analysis of routinely collected anony-
mised clinical data. Patient and public involvement was 
not applicable.

RESULTS
Emergency inpatient admissions with any neurological codes 
or neurological emergency codes
Table 1 shows totals for inpatient activity for all ages by 
admission type for 2019/2020. Of a total of over 17 million 
inpatient admissions, 6.5 million were emergency admis-
sions. Among these, 1.4 million (21%) were emergency 
inpatient admissions with a mention of any neurolog-
ical code (including dementia and stroke). Emergency 
inpatient admissions with a specific neurological emer-
gency code from the derived list (online supplemental 
appendix 1) represented 3.8% of all emergency inpatient 
admissions, and such a code was the primary reason for 
admission in 1.1% of all emergency inpatient admis-
sions. Among all emergency adult in- year admissions by 

spell with specific neurological diagnosis codes from the 
derived list, 132 485 (54.4%) comprised a single episode.

The number of unique adult patients (using HESID 
as a proxy) with in- year admissions by spell with specific 
neurological diagnosis codes from the derived list was 
167 735; 75.6% (126 800) of these individuals have only 
one admission.

NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Table 2 shows adult emergency inpatient hospital admis-
sions with a mention of neurological emergency codes. 
Among a total of 237 755 such admissions, 65 060 (27.4%) 
had a neurological emergency code as a primary diag-
nostic code on the starting episode. Similar percentages 
were noted for acute paralysis (24.5%), functional disor-
ders (29.8%), acute nerve root/cord syndrome (30.7%) 
and encephalitis (34.2%).

However, we see a strikingly different pattern for 
epilepsy, subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) and head 
injury (HI). The highest number of in- year admissions 
was for epilepsy (145 995), yet the percentage of those 
with epilepsy as the primary diagnostic code was only 
10.9%. By comparison, the primary diagnostic codes for 
HI appeared in 73.1% of 29 235 admissions for this condi-
tion, and similarly for SAH, the primary diagnostic code 
appeared in 57.9% of 18 505 admissions. The p- value of 
the association of diagnosis with primary code is <10−6.

Proportion of admissions under a neurologist
Figure 1 shows the percentage of in- year adult emer-
gency hospital admissions with mention of a neuro-
logical emergency code under the care of a consultant 
in neurology or neurosurgery. Overall, among 237 755 
such admissions, 3230 (1.4%) were under the care 
of a consultant neurologist and 10 760 (4.5%) were 

Table 1 Inpatient hospital activity by admission type; all ages; England; 2019/2020

Counts
Percentage of all emergency inpatient 
admissions

All inpatient admissions: in- year admissions by spell 
with any diagnosis codes

17 183 220 NA

Emergency inpatient admissions: in- year admissions by 
spell with any diagnosis codes

6 506 970 100

Emergency inpatient admissions with a mention of any 
neurological code (including dementia and stroke): in- 
year admissions by spell

1 380 975 21.2

Emergency inpatient admissions with neurological 
emergency codes: in- year admissions by spell with 
specific neurological diagnosis codes

248 455 3.8

Emergency inpatient admissions with neurological 
emergency code as primary reason for admission: 
in- year admissions by spell with specific neurological 
diagnosis codes

72 485 1.1

Source: OHID Neurology Dementia Intelligence using Hospital Episode Statistics Admited Patient Care, NHS Digital.
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under the care of a consultant neurosurgeon, with 
the majority of the admissions under a neurosurgeon 
having SAH or HI diagnostic codes (see online supple-
mental table 1). Only 1315 (0.9%) of admissions with 
mention of an epilepsy diagnostic code were under 
the care of a consultant neurologist. The p- value of the 
association of diagnosis with care under a neurologist 

either at admission/later in the spell or not at all is 
<10−6.

Influence of socioeconomic deprivation
Figure 2 shows a proxy for the number of people 
admitted (total, functional, epilepsy and SAH) by 
deciles of deprivation using the Indices of Multiple 

Table 2 Emergency inpatient hospital admissions with a mention of neurological emergency codes; adults aged 18 years and 
over; England; 2019/2020

In- year admissions

In- year admissions with 
primary diagnosis on 
starting episode

Primary diagnosis 
as % of in- year 
admissions

Neurological emergencies 237 755 65 060 27.4

Emergency acute nerve root/cord 
syndrome

41 215 12 655 30.7

Emergency acute paralysis 2600 635 24.5

Emergency encephalitis 5240 1790 34.2

Emergency epilepsy 145 995 15 945 10.9

Emergency functional disorders 6545 1950 29.8

Emergency head injuries 29 235 21 365 73.1

Emergency subarachnoid haemorrhage 18 505 10 720 57.9

Source: OHID Neurology Dementia Intelligence using Hospital Episode Statistics Admited Patient Care, NHS Digital.

Figure 1 Percentage of in- year emergency hospital admissions with mention of neurological emergency codes admitted 
under the care of a consultant neurologist or neurosurgeon; adults aged 18 years and over; England; 2019/2020; source: OHID 
neurology dementia intelligence using Hospital Episode Statistics admitted Patient Care, NHS Digital.
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Deprivation10 (see also online supplemental table 2). 
This shows that the number of people admitted varies 
significantly by social deprivation. This pattern is seen 
for the total admissions with mention of neurological 
emergency codes, but is more apparent for epilepsy 
and is most striking for FNDs, where the greatest 
number were in the most deprived and the fewest in 
the least deprived (p- values 1.6e- 4, 2.5e- 6 and 1.5e- 8, 
respectively). By comparison, admissions with mention 
of SAH did not exhibit much variation by social depri-
vation (p- value=0.01).

DISCUSSION
In this first large- scale analysis of 1.4 million emergency 
inpatient admissions in England for 2019/20208 with a 
mention of any neurological code, there were 248 455 
with mention of a specific neurological emergency code 
from the derived list. The highest number was for epilepsy 
(145 995) with the next three most frequent causes being 
acute nerve root/spinal cord syndrome, HI and SAH; 
1.4% of admissions with mention of a neurological emer-
gency code were under a neurologist or neurosurgeon, 
with only 0.9% of those with mention of an epilepsy code 
under a neurologist. The greatest number of admissions 

were in the most deprived, particularly for epilepsy and 
FNDs. Being able to determine the proportion of emer-
gency admissions that constitute neurological emergency 
presentations is clearly crucial for service and clinical 
pathway design and workforce planning.

It was necessary to formulate a list of neurological emer-
gencies and associated list of ICD- 10 codes as a prelude to 
the analyses in this study. ICD- 10 codes are designed and 
assigned with a focus on healthcare delivery rather than 
research. We took a pragmatic approach based on current 
UK practice, taking into account factors such as existing 
well- defined pathways of care (eg, acute stroke) or the 
absence of well- defined pathways (eg, FND). Although 
perhaps not classically considered neurological emer-
gencies, FND presentations are increasingly important. 
This is with respect to their impact both on the individual 
and on healthcare resources, resources which are often 
used inappropriately and not in alignment with the needs 
of such patients. The approach taken to derive the list 
of neurological emergencies, as well as the approach to 
analysis of the data, took into account the nature of the 
data set being used.

We found that among adult emergency admissions 
with mention of a neurological emergency code, this was 

Figure 2 Proportion of unique HESIDs (proxy for individuals) with an in- year neurological emergency hospital admission, 
by decile of deprivation and condition group; adults aged 18 years and over; indices of multiple deprivation 2019; England; 
2019/2020; source: OHID neurology dementia intelligence using Hospital Episode Statistics admitted Patient Care, NHS Digital.
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the primary diagnostic code in 27.4% overall. However, 
despite epilepsy accounting for the greatest number 
of admissions in our data set, epilepsy appeared as the 
primary diagnostic code in only 10.9% by comparison 
with 73.1% for HI and 57.9% for SAH. It is important to 
note that epilepsy codes have been included among the 
neurological emergency codes but may reflect epilepsy 
as a comorbidity and not the reason for emergency 
admission, hence the comparatively low proportion of 
patients with epilepsy codes as the primary diagnostic 
code. A proportion of patients assigned epilepsy codes 
may have had dissociative seizures. Admissions with 
mention of epilepsy codes merit further analysis in future 
work, particularly given recent data on epilepsy- related 
mortality.5 The current analysis cannot explain the differ-
ences between conditions in the proportion of relevant 
primary diagnostic codes being assigned. However, it is 
conceivable that the high proportion of HI admissions 
with HI as the primary diagnostic code, and similarly for 
SAH, may reflect the relative ease and pace of establishing 
the primary reason for admission.

We found that among emergency admissions with 
mention of a neurological emergency code, 1.4% were 
under the care of a consultant neurologist and 4.5% were 
under the care of a consultant neurosurgeon; only 0.9% 
with mention of an epilepsy diagnostic code were under 
the care of a consultant neurologist. Many admissions 
with single episodes not under neurology or neurosur-
gery also suggest many patients may not receive input 
from these disciplines despite having neurological codes 
assigned. Although the percentage of admissions under 
a consultant neurologist may appear disproportionately 
low given the greater number of neurologists by compar-
ison with neurosurgeons, this may partly reflect the 
different balance of commitments between outpatient 
and inpatient pathways between neurology and neuro-
surgery. These findings are in keeping with previous data 
suggesting that a low proportion of epilepsy emergency 
admissions are under a neurologist. Further work, such as 
the prospective capture of neurological emergency codes 
with greater clinical engagement to improve their accu-
racy, is needed, but our findings are in general agreement 
with the recognised urgent need to address workforce 
capacity to support neurological emergency admissions.

The present study highlights additional concerns, 
particularly the apparent relationship between admis-
sions for FND and socioeconomic deprivation. We know 
that in many areas in England, there is a significant gap 
in terms of provision of appropriate services for patients 
with FND,11 very likely to increase the likelihood of 
re- presentation as an emergency. A better understanding 
of emergency admissions for FND is needed to determine 
how clinical pathways can be improved for such patients. 
The retrospective nature of the present study limits inter-
pretation of findings such as acute nerve root/spinal cord 
syndrome being arguably more frequent than expected; 
one possibility is a rise in ‘scan- negative’ cauda equina 
syndrome, itself another potential FND.9

An important limitation of the methodology employed 
by this study is the inclusion of emergency admissions 
which mention neurological conditions, that is, admis-
sions which include codes deemed, as part of this study, 
relevant for neurological emergencies. These codes could 
appear at any position in the patient’s diagnostic coding, 
and during any episode(s) comprising the given spell; 
implicit in this approach is the possibility that the neuro-
logical condition was not the reason for the emergency 
admission. This, of course, is different to the inclusion 
of neurological emergencies per se, where the primary 
cause of the emergency admission was neurological. 
Previous work has raised concern about the accuracy of 
current data collection methods, including the erroneous 
assignment of neurological codes.12

Conclusion
We have for the first time quantified the number of 
neurological emergency admissions across England, the 
distribution of conditions, the proportion under the 
care of a neurologist or neurosurgeon and evidence of 
variation by social deprivation. Further work, including 
improved clinical engagement with coding to ensure data 
accuracy, is required to understand the drivers of these 
findings. Further analyses are also needed to investigate 
issues such as the effect of hospital setting (eg, district 
general hospital vs neurosciences centre), the point in 
the spell at which the neurological diagnosis is made and 
the influence of neurologist involvement. This includes 
neurological emergency admissions for FND. These activ-
ities will inform clinical pathway change across primary 
and secondary care to reduce avoidable admissions and 
improve care.
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